
Computers perform 4 jobs: 

1.  Input-Putting data into the computer; hardware/software that allows you to 

put data into the computer  

2. Output-Getting data from the computer; hardware/software that allows the 

computer to get the data from the computer 

3. Processing-changing data into information 

4. Storage-keeping data and programs for future use 

 

It takes hardware and software to perform these jobs.  Hardware is the 

equipment, like the monitor, keyboard or central processing unit.  You can touch 

hardware.  Software is the set of commands that run the computer.  You cannot 

touch software, just like you cannot touch the command the teacher tells you, “sit 

down”.  

 

Let’s start with the Hardware: 

Devices that put the data into the computer or give us data from the computer use 

many technologies. We will look at several different technologies.   

 

Input devices: 

Keyboard: The keyboard works like an old typewriter. You press letters on a 

keyboard.  Our keys are arranged in the QWERTY pattern.  

 
 

There are specialty keys on the keyboard: 

 Space bar: puts an empty space when the bar is pushed. 



 Tab: moves the cursor to different places depending on the software.  It 

could move cursor to a new line in a word processor.  It could move between 

options in a window. 

 Caps Lock:  When depressed, the opposite of the usual key is entered.  For 

instance, usually, when you type a key, you get a lower case letter. When the 

Caps Lock is on, and you type a key, an upper case letter will appear.   

 Ctrl, ALT:  In order to do more functions with the same set of keys, apply 

the ctrl or alt key with any of the other keys.  Depending on software, you 

will get different results by depressing the ctrl or alt key with any other 

key.   

 F Keys:  F Keys get their name from their original use.  They are called 

Function Keys. The F keys perform different commands depending on the 

software.  For instance, in MS Word,  CTRL + P will give the computer the 

command to print. 

 ENTER: If you press the ENTER key, you will complete a command.  For 

instance, if you are in the print dialog box (the window that shows up when 

you start a command, like PRINT).  If you are in a word processing program 

you will end a paragraph and go to the next line to begin a new paragraph. 

 ESC (Also known as Escape):  Using the ESC key will get you out of trouble!  

It will close a dialog box. The ESC is the opposite of ENTER! 

 

Mouse/Joystick/Touchpad-The mouse uses the graphic user interface 

or GUI.  A mouse allows the user to move a cursor on the monitor.  

You move the cursor to a particular place on the monitor and then 

click.  When you click a button on the mouse a command is given to 

the computer.   

 

The mouse has a part that senses movement.  The movement may be 

caused by a ball, a finger, light or something like a joystick.  The 

movement sets off an electric signal to the 

computer to move the cursor on the screen. 

 



The GUI may also be called an icon.  It is a picture (graphic) we, the users, use to 

talk with or interface with the computer. 

 

Pixels: 

Before discussing scanners or digital cameras or other picture input devices, lets 

discuss Pixels.  Pixels are used by different input and output devices.  Pixels are 

the smallest part of a picture.  If you take a picture and divide it into columns and 

rows, each little square is a pixel.  An input device can tell the computer what color 

to color each square.  These are the commands that will tell the computer the color 

of each pixel.  Note the following picture where some pixels are black and some are 

white. 

 

 
 

 

Scanner or Digital Camera/Webcam or Graphic tablet-Remember 

those pixels?  The scanner or digital camera lays a grid over 

the area to be inputted.  Then it creates a command for the 

color of each box in that grid.  For sharper pictures, you need more, smaller pixels.   

 

Microphone-A microphone takes the sound wave it is recording and tells the 

computer about each point on that wave.   

 

Output Devices 

Monitor: A monitor gives output on a TV like screen in the form we call a softcopy.  

That means you cannot touch the output.  

 

Bring back those pixels!  Imagine the monitor has a big piece of graph paper on it.  

The screen is divided into rows and columns.  Each box is a pixel.  The software 



tells the monitor which color to make each pixel.  The more pixels your monitor can 

display, the sharper the picture.   

 

There are two types of monitors used today:  

 CRT or Cathode Ray Tube:  These monitors use vacuum tubes 

(remember those?) to display the picture.  The CRT 

technology has been around since the 1920’s when the 

television set was invented.  These monitors are big and produce lots of 

heat!  

 

 LCD or Liquid Crystal Display: Our lab has LCD monitors.   LCD monitors are 

thin. The first LCD monitors started appearing in the late 80’s and 

early 90’s on laptops.  

 

Printers:  Printers give output on a piece of paper that is called a hardcopy.  You can 

touch the output and take it away from the computer. 

 

But once again we turn to the pixel.  The computer sends the commands to color 

the different pixels on the paper. 

 

There are three types of printers that we will discuss:   

 Dot Matrix:  This is the oldest printer. There is a 

little metal bar for each pixel printed.  The 

commands from the computer tell the printer to 

rearrange the metal bars to form different 

letters, symbols and pictures.  The metal bars 

strike the paper through an inked ribbon which leaves a mark on the paper.  

Colors are limited, usually only black and red.  Since the metal bars strike 

the paper, this printer is noisy!  Since the printer rearranges the metal bars 

for each letter, symbol or picture, this printer is slow! 

 



 Ink Jet:  Instead of using metal bars, the printer spits out ink in different 

patterns of pixels.  All modern ink jets can print many 

colors.  The ink jet is faster than the dot matrix since it 

does not depend on the metal rods.  Since ink is liquid it is 

important to get the right kind of paper that will absorb 

the ink…or you will end up with a smeared mess!   Ink jet 

printers are very inexpensive.  You can buy one and have it up and running 

often for less than a hundred dollars. For this reason ink jet printers are 

popular home printers.  However, the ink jet takes two passes on the paper 

to print just one line of text, so it is not a good choice if you have many 

pages to print! 

 

 Laser:  The laser does not use ink or ribbons!  It uses a fine powder called 

toner.  The toner is baked into the paper (ever notice how hot a paper is 

coming out of a laser printer?).  The laser printer and a copy machine use the 

same technology.  Often, like here at school, the copier is 

also a laser printer.  The laser prints an entire page at one 

time! This is a very fast printer. It is a great printer if 

you need many copies!   Most lasers only print black.  Color 

laser printers and the different colors of toner can be 

very expensive.  Black printing laser printers are cheaper.  But it will still 

take you several hundred dollars to get started on a black laser printer and 

even more if it is color! But if you have lots of printing to do or you need it 

quickly, the laser printer is often worth the high cost! 

 

 


